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The Socioecological Fix: Fixed Capital,
Metabolism, and Hegemony

Michael Ekers* and Scott Prudhamy

*Department of Human Geography, University of Toronto–Scarborough
yDepartment of Geography and Planning and School of the Environment, University of Toronto

This article, the second of two, argues that conceptualizing the socioecological fix involves understanding how
fixed capital, as a produced production force, can transform the socioecological conditions and forces of produc-
tion while also securing the hegemony of particular social hierarchies, power relations, and institutions. We
stress that fixed capital is inherently political–ecological in its constitution and how it shapes socioecological
processes of landscape transformation. Fixed capital necessarily congeals socioecological materials and pro-
cesses and can be understood as a produced form of nature tied to the circulation of value and the deployment
of social labor. Fixed capital is therefore inherently metabolic and internalizes and transforms socioecologies.
We also discuss the fixing of capital within socioecological landscapes as processes involving both the formal
and real subsumption of nature. We emphasize the dual role of fixed capital formation in shaping the socioeco-
logical conditions and forces of production and, more broadly, of everyday life. Thus, we argue, fixed capital for-
mation as a metabolic process cannot be fully conceptualized in narrowly economic terms. We turn to Gramsci
and some recent work in political ecology to argue that socioecological fixes need to be understood in ideologi-
cal terms and specifically in the establishment and contestation of hegemony. Key Words: fixed capital, hege-
mony, metabolism, production of nature, socioecological fix.

作为两篇论文中的第二篇, 本文主张概念化社会生态修补, 涉及理解作为被生产的生产力之固定资本如何

能够改变社会生态境况与生产驱力, 同时巩固特定社会阶层关系、权力关系与制度的霸权。我们强调, 固
定资本的构成, 及其如何形塑地景变迁的社会生态过程, 本质上便是政治生态的。固定资本必须凝结社会

生态物质与过程, 并且能被理解为与价值循环及社会劳动调度紧密相关的自然的生产形式。固定资本因

此在本质上是新陈代谢的, 内部化并改变了社会生态。我们同时探讨社会生态地景中的资本修补, 作为同

时涉及对自然的正式与实际纳入之过程。我们强调固定资本形成在形塑生产以及更广泛的每日生活的社

会生态条件与驱力中的双重角色。我们因此主张, 作为新陈代谢过程的固定资本形成, 无法全然以狭义的

经济术语进行概念化。我们转向葛兰西和晚近于政治生态学中的若干研究, 主张社会生态修补必须以意

识形态的概念进行理解,特别是霸权的建立与争夺。关键词：关键词:固定资本,霸权,新陈代谢,自然的
生产,社会生态修补。

Este art�ıculo, el segundo de dos piezas, arguye que conceptualizar la f�ormula socioecol�ogica implica
entender c�omo el capital fijo, como un derivado de la fuerza de producci�on, puede transformar las condi-
ciones socioecol�ogicas y las fuerzas de producci�on mientras asegura tambi�en la hegemon�ıa de unas
jerarqu�ıas sociales particulares, relaciones de poder e instituciones. Destacamos que el capital fijo es
inherentemente pol�ıtico–ecol�ogico en su constituci�on y en la manera como �este configura los procesos
socioecol�ogicos de transformaci�on del paisaje. El capital fijo necesariamente consolida los materiales y
procesos socioecol�ogicos y puede entenderse como una forma producida de naturaleza ligada a la circu-
laci�on del valor y al despliegue del trabajo social. El capital fijo es por eso inherentemente metab�olico e
internaliza y transforma las socioecolog�ıas. Tambi�en abordamos la discusi�on sobre la fijaci�on del capital
dentro de los paisajes socioecol�ogicos como procesos que involucran la subsunci�on formal y real de la nat-
uraleza. Hacemos �enfasis sobre el papel dual de la formaci�on de capital fijo en configurar las condiciones
socioecol�ogicas y las fuerzas de la producci�on, y, con mayor alcance, la vida cotidiana. De ese modo, sos-
tenemos, la formaci�on del capital fijo como proceso metab�olico no puede ser enteramente conceptuali-
zado en t�erminos estrictamente econ�omicos. Acudimos a Gramsci y a alg�un trabajo reciente de ecolog�ıa
pol�ıtica para argumentar que las f�ormulas socioecol�ogicas por necesidad deben entenderse en t�erminos
ideol�ogicos y espec�ıficamente en la implantaci�on y competencia de la hegemon�ıa. Palabras clave: capital
fijo, hegemon�ıa, metabolismo, producci�on de naturaleza, formulaci�on socioecol�ogica.
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H
ow do we understand the enrollment of land-
scapes and biophysical processes within means
of staving off entangled political economic,

cultural, and ecological crises of capital accumulation?
In the first of these two companion articles we assessed
the conceptual resources on offer for examining this
question and for developing the notion of socioecolog-
ical fixes to crises of overaccumulation. We reviewed
the vital contributions that Harvey (1981, 1982,
1985b, 1985c, 2001, 2003a) has made to formulating
the theory of the spatial fix but then sought to develop
the idea of sunk capital formation in the context of
spatial fixes as metabolic processes entailing the pro-
duction of socioecological transformations as well as
the production of space. We also emphasized the need
for more attention to the political and cultural dynam-
ics at play within spatial fixes. Turning to Smith
(1996, 1998, 2007, [1984] 2008), we argued that his
account of the production of nature provides a way of
thinking about the metabolism of spatial fixes and
thus of socioecological fixes. Yet we suggested that
Smith’s account of the integrated production of space
and nature was uneven and that he did not systemati-
cally explore contradictions within the capitalist pro-
duction of nature, contradictions that are both
political and ecological. We turned to and looked to
extend the work of O’Connor (1997) and feminist
thinkers such as Katz (2001) to more fully explore
questions of crises (and spatial fixes) in an explicitly
socioecological register.

In this companion article, we focus more specifi-
cally on fixed capital formation within socioecologi-
cal fixes. We seek to deepen our argument
regarding the metabolic character of fixed capital
formation, attending at the same time to how, why,
and by whom socioecological landscapes and pro-
cesses are transformed in response to conditions of
overaccumulation and broad socioecological crises.
We approach socioecological fixes in ways that
attend to the particular conditions, forces, and rela-
tions of production as these are developed through
broader conjunctures of political and cultural influ-
ences that in turn are tied to questions of legiti-
macy. This article then systematically explores
connections between fixed capital and hegemony as
they pertain to socioecological fixes.

Throughout the article, we suggest that under-
standing the category, constitution, and functioning
of fixed capital in particular is essential to under-
standing socioecological fixes; this is the first pillar of
the article. Following Harvey, we return to Marx’s

([1858] 1973, [1885] 1978) Capital, Volume II, and
the Grundrisse to explore in more detail the relation-
ship between “nature” and fixed capital formation. As
Harvey argued (and as we reviewed in the first arti-
cle), fixed capital (along with enduring forms of the
consumption fund) comprises the geographically
explicit infrastructure we associate with spatial fixes,
absorbing surplus value and accelerating the circula-
tion of commodity capital through space. Fixed capi-
tal is also, however, a key avenue by which capital
accumulation works in and through biophysical pro-
cesses in the formation of specific ecological regimes
(Moore 2011) of accumulation. We emphasize the
role of capitalist crises in triggering the formation of
fixed capital, as overaccumulated capital is, and can
be, redirected from the primary circuit of accumula-
tion (production for direct consumption) to second-
ary circuits (including, e.g., forms of the built
environment that enable the production, circulation,
and consumption of commodities while underpinning
social reproduction) and tertiary circuits (e.g., invest-
ments in science, education, and social reproduction
more broadly). We emphasize, however, the ways in
which these dynamics link fixed capital formation to
the creation of both the socioecological conditions of
production and also shape the specific ways in which
the circulation of capital takes place via, and is con-
stituted by, historically and geographically differenti-
ated biophysical processes. We argue, broadly
speaking, that the material processes and throughputs
embodied in and metabolized by fixed capital forma-
tion are important to understanding the dynamics of
fixed capital formation as well as the socioecological
specificity of actual fixes.

Although an emphasis on fixed capital represents
one of the foundations of our argument, exploring
the relationship between this type of capital as
infrastructure and the question of hegemony is the
second pillar of our argument. As we suggested in
our first article, accounting for the so-called extra-
economic dynamics of the socioecological fix
requires developing themes less emphasized by
Harvey and Smith. For this reason, in the second
half of this article, we turn to Gramsci’s writings.
We argue that not only are forces, conditions, and
relations of production secured in part through
fixed capital investments but also that large-scale
fixed capital formation forms a foundation of capi-
talist hegemony, comprising the terms on which
the legitimacy of specific social formations (includ-
ing class structures and questions of difference) and
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particular institutions (including states) as well as
capitalism writ large is negotiated. In this respect,
we make the case that fixed capital formation in
the guise of various socionatures must be under-
stood as an economic and extraeconomic, material
and ideological process with valences that fuse capi-
tal accumulation, socioenvironmental change, and
the conditions and experiences of everyday life.

A Brief Comment on Method

A comment on our method is necessary. In our
political–ecological rendering of Harvey’s theory of
the spatial fix, in many respects, we follow Harvey’s
own method. In his Companion to Marx’s Capital, Vol-
ume 2, Harvey (2013) wrote, “If, as I think we should
be, we are interested in integrating theories of the pro-
duction of space into Marx’s general theory of capital
accumulation, then it must primarily be through sys-
tematic extension of the materials assembled both [in
Capital, Volume II] and in the Grundrisse on the for-
mation of fixed capital embedded in the land” (125).
Harvey’s comments also hold for how we account for
the socioecological character of spatial fixes and the
production of nature via the establishment of fixed
capital in land. So we, too, turn to Marx.

In addition, however, we seek to bring Marx’s theo-
rization of fixed capital (complemented by Harvey’s
elaborations) into closer conversation with Gramsci’s
(1971, 1995) account of hegemony and with relatively
more recent (and to our mind more aligned) attempts
to understand the ideological dimensions and signifi-
cance of fixed capital, infrastructure, and landscapes
(D. Mitchell 1996, 2000; Kaika and Swyngedouw
2000; Gandy 2002; Ekers 2009, 2015; Loftus 2012;
Swyngedouw 2015).1 This somewhat unruly set of
intellectual alliances emphasizes the “historical” (and
geographical) in historical materialism, prioritizing
the historicity of specific socionatural processes and
relations (including how we come to “know them”).
To be historicist in method entails engaging in a pro-
cess of moving back and forth between the “abstract”
and the “concrete” (Sayer 1987; Buttigieg 1990). The
concrete, in part, represents a point of departure for
Marx, but through a process of abstraction (i.e., the
practice of thinking), he argued that we begin to elab-
orate on the particular relations and forces that consti-
tute historical and geographical conjunctures. As
Marx ([1858] 1973) explained: “The concrete is con-
crete because it is the concentration of many determi-
nations, hence unity of the diverse. It appears in the

process of thinking, therefore, as a process of concen-
tration, as a result, not as a point of departure”
(100–1). A historicist approach, which was at the core
of Gramsci’s method (see Buttigieg 1990; Morton
2007; Thomas 2009), then, is to account for the “many
determinations” as they are specifically and in actual-
ity related to one another, to explain their role in con-
stituting the worlds we inhabit.

Although our presentation in this piece is rather
formalistic, our arguments reflect and are motivated by
concrete changes in the contemporary political ecol-
ogy of capitalism. We noted in the first article, for
instance, the salience of the fact that India is expected
in some quarters to be generating close to 60 percent
of its electricity from non-fossil-fuel energy sources by
2027. This trend, moreover, is being propelled by state
coordination of private investments in new energy
infrastructure that is explicitly aimed at changing the
socioecological foundations of the Indian energy sys-
tem (Safi 2016). As McCarthy (2015) argued, the
basic foundations of the theory of the spatial fix are
highly salient to understanding large-scale infrastruc-
ture conversions, including a transition to renewable
energy, yet these forms of spatial fix need to be under-
stood also as socioecological fixes in ways not antici-
pated by existing theoretical accounts. Although we
can only gesture to transformations such as these, our
theoretically inflected reflections are motivated very
much by these concrete developments.

Fixed Capital as a Metabolic Process

For Harvey (1981, 1982, 1985b, 1985c, 2001), spa-
tial fixes provide avenues for reproducing the condi-
tions of capital accumulation and attenuating crisis
tendencies via “fixing” capital in particular spatial
configurations; specific spatial fixes might be intensive
and centralizing or extensive and decentralizing in ori-
entation, or they might be both (Harvey 1978, 1981,
1982, 1985b, 1985c, 2001, 2003a). Whether it is the
intensive and centralizing or extensive and decentral-
izing moment of a fix, the formation of fixed capital is
central in giving rise to the production of nature in
the guise of spatially explicit infrastructure. Moreover,
and as we discuss in more detail later, large-scale fixed
capital formation can function as a sink for surpluses
of overaccumulated capital while soaking up otherwise
idle labor and productive capacity, thus having the
effect of securing anew the conditions, forces, and rela-
tions of production, expanding the scale and scope of
commodification and capital accumulation, and
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offsetting crisis tendencies, all with the potential to
undermine both value embodied in existing landscapes
as well as the legitimacy of existing political arrange-
ments and institutions. Such processes could operate
at various scales (including the urban-regional,
national, and global) and also within and across differ-
ent sectors (e.g., the Green Revolution has largely
been a sectoral but international fix, whereas the New
Deal was far more general in scope but more limited to
the United States) with the specific configurations
being a question of contingency. Although fixed capi-
tal represents in significant measure the material con-
tent of any fix, it also embodies and conveys various
representations and ideologies that might help secure
the legitimacy of particular social classes and coali-
tions, along with institutions and political conditions.
Unpacking the specifically socioecological character
and functioning of fixed capital within this broad
framing is our focus.

Harvey (1982) explained that “when the various
instruments of labour are produced as commodities,
exchanged as commodities, productively consumed
within a work process given over to surplus value pro-
duction and, at the end of their useful life, replaced by
new commodities, they become, inMarx’s lexicon, fixed
capital” (205). Importantly, these types of capital are
utilized over a number of production cycles. At first
blush, this definition of fixed capital seems far removed
from the question of nature and a socioecological fix,
but both Harvey and Marx in turn are quite expansive
in their notions of the means of labor. The conditions
of production and distribution in general, including
anything from soil to railways, and the various parts of
the built environment (broadly understood) operate as
fixed capital insofar as they pass value on to commodi-
ties over multiple production cycles and facilitate circu-
lation and accumulation. In his Companion to Marx’s
Capital Volume 2, Harvey (2013) wrote, “When we go
beyond the image of fixed capital as mere machine, we
find ourselves conjuring up a picture of capital building
whole landscapes of cleared fields and factories; of high-
ways and railways, or ports, harbors and airports; of
dams, power stations and electric grids; of gleaming cit-
ies and massive industrial capacity” (111).

For bothMarx and Harvey, one of the key instigators
of fixed capital formation is the threat or realization of
capitalist crisis. Marx ([1885] 1978) wrote in Volume 2,
“Catastrophes, crises, etc. are the principal causes that
compel such premature renewals of equipment on a
broad social scale” (250). Marx was very clear that fixed
capital formation requires overabundance and he

suggested that this emerges from transformations of
productive forces and the historical movement from
private labor to social labor. Marx ([1858] 1973) wrote,
“Surplus population . . . as well as surplus production, is a
condition for [fixed capital formation]” (707) and sug-
gested that as the scale of infrastructure projects grow,
so, too, must the size of the surpluses or the pot of ficti-
tious capital generated through credit and financial
mechanisms with the latter increasingly representing
the terrain on which fixes might be unfolding (see
Johnson 2015). In this respect, the possibility of a fix is
largely immanent to, albeit not determined by, crises of
overaccumulation and their associated surpluses.

As Glassman (2007) suggested, the question of what
can and should be done with surpluses in the establish-
ment of recovery programs is the product of political
and social struggles rather than solely a reflection of
determinative economic processes. As informed by
particular coalitions of social interests and institutions,
moreover, a particular fix might serve to direct fixed
capital formation at addressing socioecological contra-
dictions associated with particular trajectories of accu-
mulation. Surpluses, in turn, become embodied in the
physical landscapes or as processes and machinery that
act as conditions, forces, and conduits for renewed
accumulation and circulation as well as for social life
more generally. This is precisely why fixed capital is so
important for any account of a fix—because, as Harvey
suggested, fixes must either displace or absorb surpluses
to restore and enhance the conditions, forces, and rela-
tions of production and they must also provide the
material conditions for social reproduction. Moreover,
the role of politics in crisis formation means that the
state, as a crystallization of broader social forces, is piv-
otal in shaping recovery plans and capital switching,
not least in its capacity to finance investments directly
and through the provision of credit. But what precisely
is sunk into or embodied within fixed capital?

When we historicize fixed capital—or, in other
words, when we investigate the specific and contin-
gent formation of fixed capital and the processes,
materials, ideologies, and forms of knowledge that
become congealed in actual landscapes and infrastruc-
ture—it becomes apparent that these forms of capital
can be understood as produced forms of socionatures.
Marx ([1858] 1973), in fact, pointed to the socioeco-
logical character of fixed capital: “The reproduction of
fixed capital requires . . . that a part of living labour
and of raw materials be used to produce instruments of
production, direct or indirect ones, instead of produc-
ing exchangeable products” (735). If fixed capital
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formation in response to a crisis or threat of a crisis is
the foundation of a socioecological fix, then it
becomes important to account for both the labor and
raw material (specific socionatures) out of which any
fix is constituted: In short, it is important to under-
stand the metabolism of fixed capital as an essential
feature of the function of fixed capital as such.

Starting with labor, Marx ([1858] 1973) explained
that “in fixed capital, the social productivity of labour
[is] posited as a property inherent in capital; including
the scientific power as well as the combination of social
powers within the production process, and finally, the skill
transposed from direct labour into the machine, into the
dead productive force” (715, italics in original). Marx
was suggesting here that the increasing productivity of
labor, which is often reified as a trait of fixed capital
itself, is in fact an accumulation of social labor and
forces. Harvey (1982) added that fixed capital “ensures
the domination of past ‘dead’ labour (embodied
labour) over living labour in the work process” (237).
This claim has been at the heart of D. Mitchell’s
(2003; see also D. Mitchell 1996, 2000) work, in
which he argued, “The landscape can be understood to
be a product of human labour, of people going to work
on the land to make something out of it” (238).

The building of social forces into landscapes requires
not simply the deployment of physical labor in a narrow
sense, however, but also various sorts of scientific and
ideological inputs (also forms of labor) that contribute
to the substance and meaning of fixed capital, a theme
to which we return. At one point, Marx ([1858] 1973)
wrote: “Nature builds no machines, no locomotives,
railways, electric telegraphs, self-acting mules etc.
These are products of human industry; natural material
transformed into organs of the human will over nature,
or of human participation in nature. They are organs of
the human brain, created by the human hand; the power of
knowledge, objectified” (606).2 This point might seem
painfully obvious, if not banal, if one considers the engi-
neering science that becomes objectified in fixed capital
(e.g., consider biotechnology; see Kloppenburg 1988;
Prudham 2003), but it signals the need to recognize the
diverse types of activities and scientific labor that con-
tribute to fixed capital formation. Recognizing this
point means engaging with the specifically metabolic
character of fixed capital formation, a specifically socio-
ecological process involving social labor (as “dead” or
past labor) becoming embodied in physical forms
through the transformation of various biophysical mate-
rials and processes into conditions of production. Marx
([1885] 1978) suggested, “All capital that functions as

productive capital is fixed in the production process,
and thus so are all the elements of that productive capi-
tal, whatever may be their material shape, their func-
tion, or the mode of circulation of value” (242).

Huber (2013) followed Marx’s argumentation, sug-
gesting that the material resources that comprise fixed
capital and machinery represent the amassing of what
he called “dead ecologies.” His focus is on fossil fuels
that have been and remain essential to the establish-
ment and functioning of a vast technological and infra-
structural apparatus tied to those fuels, particularly in
their guise as energy sources. Huber’s language,
although a playful riff on Marx, perhaps underplays the
lively or generative capacities of these material instru-
ments of production and energy, as is demonstrated by
his own work. It might be more accurate, then, to sug-
gest that the raw materials and energy that power fixed
capital are lively ecologies that always exist in relation
to the deployment of social labor (dead and living) and
the circulation of value; they are thus internal relations
in the production process. The work of Marx, and
much more recently, Huber, suggests more generally, as
we claim, that any and all fixed capital might be under-
stood as produced forms of nature.

The socioecological character of fixed capital
becomes even more apparent when we consider Marx’s
reflections on investments in landscapes and processes
nominally and normatively understood as “natural,”
namely, agriculture, forests, and waterworks. For
instance, Marx ([1885] 1978) discussed the rootedness
of fixed capital investments: “Products that have been
localized by being incorporated into the earth, and
hence can only be used locally, e.g. factory buildings,
railways, bridges, tunnels, docks, etc., soil improve-
ments, and so on, cannot be exported body and soul”
(288, italics added). At another point Marx ([1885]
1978) suggested, “The circumstance that some means
of labour are fixed in location, with their roots in the
soil, gives this part of fixed capital a particular role in a
nation’s economy”(242, italics added; see also 289).

The language Marx used signals the material basis—
the “earthliness” of which Gramsci wrote—of fixed
capital and hence the socioecological character of the
infrastructure that comprises any fix, as well as the
diversity of relations and processes implicated. Marx
certainly could not anticipate the multitude of ways in
which social labor and capital would circulate within,
and transform, biophysical natures, nor could he fully
anticipate the development of ecology as a domain of
knowledge emphasizing the interconnectedness of life
and the conditions for it. Still, his choice of examples
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of fixed capital investment in Volume 2 and the Grun-
drisse is highly suggestive that he was interested in bio-
physical processes as embodiments of fixed capital
while also attending to the complex relation between
concrete and abstract forms.

Debates on the production of nature that we
highlighted in our first article insist that labor is key to
the metabolic process that binds together humans and
nonhumans in a dynamic, coconstitutive relationship
(Swyngedouw 2006; Smith [1984] 2008; Eaton 2011;
Ekers and Loftus 2013b). In a much-quoted passage,
Marx ([1867] 1977) argued: “[The labour process] is the
universal condition for the metabolic interaction
between man [sic] and nature, the ever-lasting nature
imposed condition of human existence, and it is there-
fore independent of every form of that existence, or
rather it is common to all forms of society in which
human beings live” (283, 290; cf. Marx [1858] 1973,
87). Swyngedouw (2006, 108) argued that in the hands
of Marx and Engels, metabolism literally refers to
“change of matter” (stoffwechsel), a point he leveraged
to suggest that as matter changes, new natures are pro-
duced. Yet it should be added that this process takes
place in concert with the operation of fixed capital,
which itself is a product of labor. At several points,
Marx ([1867] 1977, 548, 614) suggested that labor
becomes a “living appendage of a machine” (a phrase
that in itself highlights the socioecological character of
fixed capital and labor in so much as living labor is
inherently socioecological or sociotechnical). Although
this specific reference is to the real subsumption of
labor, Marx’s work suggests that social labor, fixed capi-
tal, and specific socionatures are truly fused together as
metabolic unities in the production process.

Since fixed capital, in the sense of a produced production
force, as agent of production, increases the mass of use
values created in a given time, it cannot grow without
the raw material it works on also growing (in
manufacturing industry. In the extractive industries,
such as [a wild] fishery, mining, labour merely consists in
overpowering the obstacles in the way of the seizure and
appropriation of the raw products or primary products.
There is no raw material to be worked up for production;
rather, the existing raw product is appropriated. By con-
trast, in agriculture the raw material is the earth itself;
seed the circulating capital etc.). Its employment on a
larger scale thus presupposes expansion of the part of
circulating capital consisting of raw materials; hence
growth of capital generally. It likewise presupposes
(relative) decrease of the portion of capital exchanged
for living labour. (Marx [1858] 1973, 715)

In this passage, although problematically reifying cer-
tain types of socionatures as impediments to the devel-
opment of productive forces, Marx nevertheless
signaled that fixed capital, as “a produced production
force” (or produced form of nature), necessitates an
accelerated and expanded metabolism of various “raw
materials.” Fixed capital formation, understood as the
physical congealment of accumulated ecologies and
historical–geographical labor processes, goes hand in
hand with the expansion, intensification, and transfor-
mation of material processes of resource flow and waste
production, essential features of understanding capital-
ism as an “ecological regime” (the phrase is that of
Moore [2011], although we suggest that “regimes” in
the plural is more apt).

The preceding passage from Marx also highlights
how both intensive and extensive processes are inter-
nal to any fix. Investments in ecological landscapes
and processes represent an in situ effort to turn
“nature” into a “produced production force” yet are
connected to wider metabolic and circulatory transfor-
mations. One example would be landscapes flattened,
turned over, and carefully irrigated to foster intensive
agricultural production and the easy use of machinery
(D. Mitchell 1996, 2003; Henderson 1999; Walker
2004). The adoption of intensified forms of agriculture
requires inputs, including, for instance, improved (and
more recently genetically modified) seed, water for
irrigation, energy, fertilizer and pesticide inputs, and
so on. These flows in turn are supported by extensive
socioecological geographies that might include
massive watershed transformations, extensive net-
works of energy supply, production, and distribution,
and large-scale movements of people (see Walker
2004; see also Swyngedouw 2000). The history of the
Green Revolution is nothing if not the relational
fusion of intensive and extensive moments, facilitating
more capital-intensive agriculture in place while also
extending and integrating global agriculture into a
productivist regime (Weiss 2007; Clapp 2012; Patel
2013). Almost any intensive fix then is necessarily
underpinned and made possible by extensive political
economic and metabolic processes.

Fixed Capital, Value, and the Subsumption
of Nature

Given the preceding, can we conceptualize fixed
capital formation as a metabolic process involving the
production of nature in relation to what has been
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termed the “subsumption of nature”? Harvey (1982)
explained in general terms that “fixed capital is not a
thing but a process of the circulation of capital
through the use of material objects, such as machines”
(205). We can thus consider the ways in which accu-
mulated socioecologies, as forms of dead labor embod-
ied in fixed capital, help to drive (or impede) the
production and flow of value through physical infra-
structure and landscapes of production.

Yet, diverting capital by fixing it within landscapes
and socioecological processes is not without tension.
As Marx ([1858] 1973) suggested, fixed capital is dis-
tinguished from other forms of capital because of its
use (value): “[Materials] are fixed capital not because of
the specific mode of their being, but rather because of
their use. They become fixed capital as soon as they
step in the production process. They are fixed capital,
as soon as they are posited as moments of the produc-
tion process of capital; because they then lose their
property of being potentially circulating capital” (681,
italics in original; see also Marx [1885] 1978, 240,
288–89). Harvey built from this and related insights,
arguing that fixed capital is unique insofar as it is not
physically reproduced or manifest in the products of
production yet is still defined by the flow of value,
embodying a dynamic tension between fixity and
motion. The value internal to fixed capital is thus
passed on to commodities relatively more slowly,
through repeated production processes, making the
turnover time of physical infrastructure and machines
necessarily slow in comparison to other commodities.

Among other implications, this means that fixed
capital and any associated fix involving capital switch-
ing comes with a distinct temporal dynamic. Part of
the total amount of circulating capital must be
removed from circulation to create various forms of
fixed capital and might only return to circulation over
the course of years or decades, if ever, dependent on
the stability of the social forces and institutions sup-
porting a fix. At the same time, this fixed portion of
the total social capital, imprisoned in particular land-
scapes and socioecological processes with its longer
turnover time, in turn shortens or lowers the turnover
time of commodity capital in circulation, also qualita-
tively altering the relations of production, distribution,
and consumption. This dynamic (and dynamic ten-
sion) captures two connotations of Harvey’s notion of
fix, one being a solution for the problem of surplus
capital and the other being the formation of definite
spatial and socioecological conditions that facilitate
and accelerate capital circulation.

In this way, we can also see that the metabolic
transformation of specific socionatures within socio-
ecological fixes is linked to the production of surplus
value. As Harvey (1982) explained, the built environ-
ment “functions as a vast, humanly created resource
system, comprising use values embedded in the
physical landscape, which can be utilized for produc-
tion, exchange and consumption. From the standpoint
of production, these use values can be considered as
both general precondition for and direct forces of
production” (223). Fixed capital, in general, lowers
the socially necessary labor time embodied in a com-
modity as well as the turnover time of capital. Both
Marx and Harvey were clear in arguing that capitalist
value is recognized only as it is produced by living
labor, not machinery or infrastructure as such, even
though these latter embody the past exertions of living
labor. Equally, however, fixed capital is essential to
the indirect production of value through the determi-
nation of the conditions under which value is
produced and, specifically, to the determination of the
average socially necessary labor time required to
produce a given commodity.

Moreover, as Marx also argued, the historical devel-
opment of the stock of fixed capital in relation to the
mass of living social labor deployed in production is an
essential dimension of the distinction between the for-
mal and the real subsumption of labor as contrasting
logics of production and valorization.3 This distinc-
tion, in turn, has far-reaching consequences in terms
of the relative autonomy of labor within the produc-
tion process, as well as the form that the extraction of
surplus value (specifically, absolute vs. relative) takes.
As Smith (2007) summarized, “The formal subsump-
tion of labour took place when workers entered a wage
relationship with capital but still maintained some
immediate, creative control over the daily labour pro-
cess. The real subsumption of labour to capital
occurred when workers became cogs in the machinery
of modern industry. . . . Not only were they subsumed
as a result of the direct wage relation; they were now
subsumed within the multidimensional web of capitalist
technology and social organization” (28, italics added).4

At one level, then, the metabolism of socioecological
fixes ties the production of nature in the form of fixed
capital to the transformation of the labor process and
the tendency toward the real subsumption of labor.

Further, the metabolism of the built environment
also could be said to involve conjoined and contrast-
ing logics of the formal and real subsumption of nature
(Boyd, Prudham, and Schurman 2001; Smith 2007;
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Ekers 2015). Smith (2007) explained that “with the
formal subsumption of nature, capital accumulation is
facilitated predominantly by a continual expansion in
the conversion of extracted material into objects of
production” (28–29). Smith continued, suggesting
“while capital has always circulated through nature . . .
the real subsumption of nature not only intensifies this
circulation but transforms it from an incidental effect
of capital accumulation to an intended strategy” (29).5

Although Smith did not make this point, we argue
that the formation of fixed capital and infrastructure is
integral to the process of the real subsumption of
nature, a point that Marx ([1858] 1973) came close to
making directly in the Grundrisse:

In one respect the transformation of the production pro-
cess from the simple labour process into a scientific pro-
cess, which subjugates the forces of nature and compels
them to work in the service of human needs, appears as a
quality of fixed capital in contrast to living labour; while
individual labour as such has ceased to appear as produc-
tive, is productive, rather, only in these common labours
which subordinate the forces of nature to themselves.
(700, italics added)

Marx ([1858] 1973, 733; [1885] 1978, 239–40) repeat-
edly singled out the uniqueness of agriculture, other
biological processes, and infrastructure as sinks for cap-
ital: Soil and agriculture, water and irrigation works,
and trees and plantations receive special attention in
his writing. He wrote, “The progressive reinvestment
of the money reserve fund (i.e. of the part of the fixed
capital that is turned back into money) is most easily
effected in agriculture. Here a spatially given field of
production is capable of the greatest gradual absorp-
tion of capital” (Marx [1885] 1978, 252). Marx thus
signaled how investments in landscapes and ecological
processes can act as sinks for capital (a crucial part of
any fix as discussed earlier). The sinking of capital can
alter its circulation through “nature,” changing the
productive character of socioecological processes and
infrastructure. As Marx ([1858] 1973) explained, “No
longer does the worker insert a modified natural thing
[Naturgegenstand] as middle link between the object
[Objekt] and himself; rather, he inserts the process of
nature, transformed into an industrial process, as a
means between himself and inorganic nature, master-
ing it” (705). The investments in “the process of
nature” accomplished through a socioecological fix
represent an intervention in the conditions and forces
of production. Long-term investments into reforesta-
tion that include various strategies to take hold of and

augment the growth of forest trees (including so-called
tree improvement) comprise one of the more textbook
examples of such fixes (Prudham 2003, 2005; Ekers
2009, 2015). In turn, these investments are part of the
more general process of transforming the subsumption
of labor along with the means by which surplus value
is produced; that is, they deepen the production of rel-
ative versus absolute surplus value.

“Nature’s Difference”: On Use Values

Within a framework relating the metabolism of
fixed capital formation to the formal and real subsump-
tion of labor, how do we grapple with and retain the
specificity of socioecological processes as internal
relations? As we discussed in the first of our articles,
the treatment of “use-values” and the materiality of
nature is underdeveloped within some Marxist
approaches to the production of nature, as has been
flagged by a number of critics (Braun 2002, 2006;
Bakker and Bridge 2006). An adequate account of a
socioecological fix, however, needs to account for the
historical–geographical difference that “nature” makes
in the context of fixed capital formation. As we discuss
in this section, Marx himself is rather ambivalent on
this point, yet his writings are at the same time highly
suggestive, indicating how the particularities of socio-
ecological processes and landscapes shape the forma-
tion, circulation, and realization of capital (and vice
versa).

Throughout Marx’s writings, there are claims that
would seem to make the specific “natural” features of
use-values irrelevant to capitalist accumulation; yet
there are also numerous instances where he attended
to the difference that specific biophysical processes or
natures make in commodification, the circulation of
capital, and the formation of fixed capital. In the
Grundrisse, Marx ([1858] 1973) wrote:

The crude materialism of the economists who regard as
the natural properties of things what are social relations of
production among people, and qualities which things
obtain because they are subsumed under these relations,
is at the same time just as crude an idealism, even fetish-
ism, since it imputes social relations to things as inherent
characteristics, and thus mystifies them. (687, emphasis
added; on this specific point, see also Sayer 1987)

Both Harvey and Marx highlighted not only the limits
of idealism in general terms and as is well known but
also (as is less well recognized) the risks of a na€ıve
materialism. This dual threat is most clearly expressed
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in Marx’s ([1845] 1998) Thesis on Feuerbach (on this
point and the limits of a crude or naive materialism
specifically within Marxist political ecology, see Loftus
2009b; Mann 2009). Yet, as we flagged in the first arti-
cle, there is a genuine risk of understating the signifi-
cance of the diversity of socionatural “use-values” if,
using Smith’s framework, first nature is seen as pro-
duced from within and dominated by second nature.
This, we have argued, is one of the limits of Smith’s
production of nature thesis as he developed it. At play
within Marx’s writings, however, is the basis of a more
nuanced appreciation of the influence of diverse socio-
natural materialities (as historical or received contin-
gencies) on the circulation of capital through the built
environment and production processes. When com-
menting on the reproduction of capital “as raw mate-
rial, as product, and as means of production,” for
instance, Marx ([1858] 1973) wrote:

In purely extractive industries, e.g. mining, the mine
itself exists as the material of labour, but not as raw mate-
rial passing over into the product, which latter must, in
the manufacturing industry, by contrast, have a particu-
lar existence in all forms. In agriculture, seed, fertilizer,
cattle etc., may be regarded as raw material as well as
mati�eres instrumentales. Agriculture forms a mode of pro-
duction sui generis, because the organic process involved,
in addition to the mechanical and chemical process, and
the natural reproduction process is merely controlled
and guided; extractive industry (mining the most impor-
tant) is likewise sui generis, because no reproduction pro-
cess whatsoever takes place in it, at least not under our
control or known to us. (726, italics in original)

This passage is perhaps one of Marx’s clearest indica-
tions that he considered the diverse materialities of
socionatures significant to and even constitutive of the
very logic by which capital circulates. He posited a
specific distinction between agriculture and mining
that turns on whether a “reproduction process” takes
place that can be guided, controlled, or intensified at
any particular historical–geographical conjuncture. In
Volume 2 of Capital, Marx ([1885] 1978) wrote, “In so
far as this time of production over and above the
labour time is not determined by natural laws given
once and for all, as with the ripening of corn, the
growth of an oak, etc., the turnover period can often
be shortened by the artificial shortening of production
time” (317).

Building on this point, Boyd, Prudham, and Schur-
man (2001) argued that in the case of nonbiological
resources, capital is generally restricted to the formal
subsumption of nature because “firms confront the

biophysical world as an exogenous set of stocks or
flows, biophysical processes, and material character-
istics” (562). In contrast, the capitalization of biologi-
cal socionatures might involve a process more akin to
real subsumption, in which “capital circulates through
nature (albeit unevenly) as opposed to around it. Bio-
logical systems are made to act as actual forces of
production” (Boyd, Prudham, and Schurman 2001,
565, italics in original).

This distinction is not without its critics. Smith
(2007), in fact, rejected a one-to-one mapping of the
formal and real subsumption of nature onto nonbiolog-
ical and biological entities and processes, respectively.
Instead, he argued that the transformation of the logic
of subsumption vis-�a-vis the production of nature turns
on the degree to which socionatures become targets for
the intensification of capital accumulation, also argu-
ing that this comes with the consequence that capital
accumulation becomes more and more conjoined with
the circulation of nonhuman natures (in his words,
“The circulation of nature through capital, is . . . trans-
formed from an incidental to a strategic process”
[Smith 2007, 29]). We are sympathetic to his point
even as we feel that it is important, at least histori-
cally, to recognize the distinct and distinctly signifi-
cant ways that biological processes have actually been
targeted and intensified as accumulation strategies,
not least in the age of commercial biotechnology.

Our more general emphasis here, though, drawing
from Marx’s observations about mining and agricul-
ture, is on the specific ways in which historically
received biophysical processes constitute the trajectory
and logic of particular socioecological fixes and on the
manner in which produced socionatures of particular
kinds contain and surrender value over time. In the
case of what Marx described as organic natures, a fix
might take place through sinking capital into specific
biotic entities or processes under consideration (e.g.,
trees, agriculture) in an attempt to decrease the turn-
over time of capital. In contrast, with abiotic elements
(e.g., oil and minerals), a fix might be focused on long-
term fixed capital projects that bring online new
resource supplies, on projects that enhance extraction
processes, or on communication and transportation
network improvements that decrease turnover time. A
fix might entail all of these. How all of this works is a
matter of historical materialism, not in theory but in
practice. We cannot divine the form and content of a
socioecological fix from the material entities and pro-
cesses under consideration. Rather, they comprise part
of complex but unified metabolisms. As Henderson
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(1998) suggested, capital’s relation to nature is tied to
how “nature repels and attracts capital in different
ways according to the historically contingent tenden-
cies of circulating capital” (76). Building on this point,
a socioecological fix is always going to be a response to
the historical and geographical contingencies of socio-
natures and how these then become mobilized within
a broader conjuncture.

Yet it also bears noting that socioecological fixes
might not and sometimes do not succeed on their own
terms, whether accelerating the turnover time of com-
modity capital or in terms of providing relief to crisis
tendencies. Capital accumulation is, it is important to
remember, an inherently speculative undertaking. To
use an example we have invoked in both of our
articles, large-scale investments in reforestation might
fail to generate profitable returns if new resource fron-
tiers with lower production and labor costs undermine
them. In addition, projects such as the various pipe-
lines proposed to move surplus oil from Canada’s
Alberta tar sands to coastal markets in British Colum-
bia, eastern Canada, or the southern United States
might fail to materialize because of social opposition
from a combination of First Nations and environmen-
tal groups that thus far have proven quite effective.
Such social struggles, when combined with low oil pri-
ces, might have the effect of seriously eroding the via-
bility of the tar sands as a socioecological fix for the oil
and gas sector (Zalik 2015). Finally, there is the possi-
bility that the specific materiality of types of fixed capi-
tal might prove to be an impediment to accumulation.
T. Mitchell’s (2002) discussion of the Aswan Dam in
The Rule of Experts is a key example where the specific-
ities of the land troubled the dam’s construction, com-
pounding a litany of contingent aftereffects and
highlighting the difficulties inherent to large-scale
infrastructure development.

To summarize, we have argued that fixed capital
created in response to crisis is inherently socioecologi-
cal and can be understood as a produced form of
nature. Our attention has been on how fixed capital
established as a part of a socioecological fix might help
secure the conditions and forces of production neces-
sary for facilitating the accumulation of capital but,
equally, the unevenness of these possibilities as condi-
tioned by the specific materialities of socionatures. We
now turn to a discussion of how the formation of fixed
capital intervenes in the broadly understood relations
of production and, more specifically, the politics and
rhythms of hegemony and everyday life.

The Fix and the Pursuit of Hegemony

Thus far we have presented a fairly austere account
of socioecological fixes, emphasizing the formally eco-
nomic and physical moments of fixed capital formation
in response to crises. In this final section, we expand
the framework we have thus far developed to consider
more broadly how socioecological fixes articulate with
and are shaped by struggles over hegemony and the
broader rhythms of everyday life via the cultural poli-
tics surrounding the production of space and nature.

Harvey (2013), in his Companion to Marx’s Capital,
Volume 2, suggested, “The general framework Marx
sets out constitutes a straitjacket that limits the appli-
cability of these laws [of accumulation] and leaves us a
lot of work to do to understand particular historical
movements and conjunctures” (16). While we do not
know what he meant exactly, the comment could
equally apply to core elements of the theory of the spa-
tial fix, including our comments to this point.

Our point of departure for understanding a broader
or more-than-economic set of relations at play within
any fix is Gramsci’s understanding of crisis, a perspec-
tive better developed in political and cultural terms
than what we find in most writing concerning crisis
tendencies, including specifically socioecological ones.
Harvey, as we suggested in our first article, focuses on
the tension between the forces and relations of produc-
tion but not in terms that involve socioecological enti-
ties, processes, and relationships. Moore (2015) took
ecological crises more seriously but, writing on the cur-
rent conjuncture, suggested, “in place of the converg-
ing crises model, we may instead view our era’s
turbulence as a singular crisis—of capitalism as a way of
organizing nature—with manifold expressions” (298).
He added, “Food and climate, finance and energy rep-
resent not multiple, but manifold, forms of crisis ema-
nating from a singular civilization project: the law of
value as a law of Cheap Nature” (298).

Harvey’s emphasis on the relations and forces of
production and Moore’s claim to a “singular crisis” and
a “singular civilization” can be developed in relation
to Gramsci’s (1995) comments on crisis, offered in
relation to the depression of the 1930s:

Special consideration must be devoted to a study of the
events which may be subsumed under the name of crisis
and which have been prolonged catastrophically from
1929 right down to today. Whoever wants to give one
sole definition of these events, or, what is the same thing,
find a single cause or origin, must be rebutted. We are
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dealing with a process that shows itself in many ways,
and in which causes and effects become intertwined and
mutually entangled. To simplify means to misrepresent
and falsify. Thus, a complex process, as in many other
phenomena, and not a unique “fact” repeated in various
forms through a cause having one single origin. (219)

Gramsci warned against boiling a crisis down to a single
definition, cause, or point of origin. He signaled that
“causes and effects become intertwined and mutually
entangled,” and his writings emphasize that formally
“economic” relations are always articulated with the
formally noneconomic (i.e., political, social, and cul-
tural) relations (Hall, Lumley, and McLennan 1977;
Buttigieg 1990; Thomas 2009; see also Glassman 2003).
Others have suggested that socioecological relations
also need to be included (e.g., Mann 2009; Ekers and
Loftus 2013a; Karriem 2013). If socioecological fixes
are responses to crises, then how we understand these
crises must inform howwe theorize the fixes that emerge
in response, a point also made by Glassman (2007).

Following Gramsci, we must recognize the broad,
multidimensional character of crises and fixes and the
thoroughly cultural and political moments (under-
stood as internal relations) of attempts to displace cri-
ses through fixed capital and infrastructure projects.
The question of hegemony and legitimacy is not
reducible to capitalism as a mode of production, but
we suggest that capitalism does create repeated socio-
ecological legitimacy crises that can be addressed
through particular fixes (see Ekers 2009). Building on
these points, and as we discuss later, engaging with
Gramsci pushes us to consider how a socioecological
fix doubles as a hegemonic project, or so we argue.
The problem is that despite Gramsci’s insightful writ-
ings on “nature” (see Fontana 1996; Loftus 2013;
Wainwright 2013), he had little to say about the rela-
tionships among environmental change, environmen-
tal politics, crisis, and political legitimacy per se.

As in our first article, we find O’Connor’s (1997) sin-
gular work helpful in this regard. O’Connor certainly
suggested that the growth imperative of capitalist accu-
mulation contradicts and undermines the reproduction
of localized “natural elements” that are metabolized in
production processes. His argument in this respect
broadly coheres with “eco-Marxist” understandings of
capitalist dynamics of environmental change (for
which, we should note, O’Connor’s work has also come
under trenchant critique for its alleged determinism
and reification of an external nature; see Castree 1995,
2000, 2001, 2002; Harvey 1996; Henderson 2009). Yet

these critiques miss one crucial dimension of
O’Connor’s argument. In his words, “given the politici-
zation of the conditions of production, if these condi-
tions are neglected, and/or their productive powers
damaged, there arises the possibility not only of an eco-
nomic crisis for capital but also of a legitimation crisis for
the state or a political crisis for the ruling parties and
government” (italics added; O’Connor 1997, 150). On
this latter point, certain resonances with Gramsci exist
(even if their respective styles of Marxism diverge
widely in a more general sense). For us, this conver-
gence points to the need to expand our understanding
of the character of fixed capital and, in particular, its
“more-than-economic” character along the lines we
describe next.

Fixed Capital, Nature, and Hegemony

Fixed capital, as we discussed in the last section, can
be understood in Marx’s language as a “produced pro-
duction force,” or in Smith’s terms as a particular pro-
duction of nature. The formation of fixed capital can be
discussed narrowly; that is, as a formally economic and
strictly “materialist” phenomenon. It is also possible,
however, to advance a broader formulation in which
fixed capital is situated within and constituted by a
wider social canvas and as embodying and expressing
cultural and political meaning. Exploring the signifi-
cance of fixed capital through an expanded theoretical
lens highlights for us the representational and ideologi-
cal dimensions of spatial and socioecological fixes,
dimensions that have received very little attention out-
side of Gilmore’s (2007) nuanced account of the milita-
ristic and racist ideologies embodied in the “prison fix”
in California. Recognizing ideological and representa-
tional dynamics as internal to a fix is pivotal for under-
standing how hegemony, as the maintenance and
legitimation of power and particular social relations, is
tied to the fixing of socioecological processes. Hege-
mony was a concept developed and deployed by
Gramsci to understand how power and control could be
established through a series of consensual practices and
ideologies yet buttressed by coercion. At its core, hege-
mony refers to the construction, maintenance and chal-
lenging of particular social relations and modes of
production, in part through everyday ideas, beliefs and
practices. Given this understanding of hegemony, we
find Gramsci extremely helpful in broadening our
understanding of fixes (see Kipfer 2002; Thomas 2009;
Santucci, Di Mauro, and Engel-Di Mauro 2010).
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Gramsci’s relational Marxism was singular at the
time of his writing. In many respects, he was reacting to
currents of economic reductionism and teleological
readings of history and politics that were prevalent in
socialist and communist circles in his day. In response,
and as a critique, Gramsci developed a much more rela-
tional and historicist approach to historical material-
ism, central, for instance, in understanding his
aforementioned comments on crises. That said, within
his work there is no meticulous formal, deductive, and
abstract working through of the dynamics of capital
accumulation such as what is found in Harvey’s writing.
This is precisely why it is useful to draw on both writers.
What Gramsci did offer was an incredibly detailed
analysis of the interweaving of political, economic, and
cultural relations in the establishment of bourgeois and
fascist hegemony and the broad tactics, alliances, and
worldviews that oppositional forces would need to
adopt in a successful countermovement (Hall, Lumley,
and McLennan 1977; Thomas 2009; Santucci, Di
Mauro, and Engel-DiMauro 2010;Wainwright 2013).

The concept of hegemony grounded and guided
Gramsci’s intellectual and political project. Hege-
mony, for Gramsci, referred to the reinforcement and
reproduction of power relations, authority, and legiti-
macy through processes of reification (of particular
modes of production, class and other social formations,
ways of life, institutions, practices, etc.) whereby pre-
vailing norms take on the guise of “common sense”
(Buttigieg 1992; Thomas 2009; Santucci, Di Mauro,
and Engel-Di Mauro 2010). The achievement of hege-
mony was closely bound to the uptake of the ideas and
interests of elite social classes by society more gener-
ally, including across both civil society and the state,
which together Gramsci understood as the “integral
state” (Jessop 1990; Morton 2007; Thomas 2009). Via
these means, hegemonic social blocs express their
interests as the interests of society as a whole.

To our knowledge, no explicit discussions exist of
how a spatial fix per se might double as a hegemonic
project. Glassman (2007) came the closest in discussing
how “there is always room within processes of social and
political struggle [over crises and fixes] for the formation
of political alliances and/or hegemonic blocs” (352).
Similarly, D. Mitchell (2000) wrote, “Like culture . . .
the landscape acts as a site of social integration, and
therefore of social hegemony” (141). We concur with
Glassman and Mitchell, but Gramsci did not discuss
fixed capital as such. That said, he did address how the
planning and construction of urban spaces (streets,
street names, architecture, etc.) constitute the

experiences of everyday life and thus comprise part of
the fabric of hegemony (see Kipfer 2008; Loftus 2009a,
2012). From these and related insights, and drawing on
the aligned work of others who have drawn from
Gramsci, it is possible to more explicitly interrogate the
articulation of fixed capital formation with questions of
legitimacy and hegemony.

In general terms, for our purposes, it is important to
consider how the production of nature, as a produced
production force, is also an inherently cultural and
political process. In a retrospective piece, Smith
(1998) himself both clarified and extended his original
thesis, arguing that “production should not be
restricted to those acts of manual and not imaginative
work, economic and not cultural creation, individual
labour rather than social accomplishment, and the
making of objects rather than the productive con-
sumption by subjects” (277). Smith highlighted here a
more nuanced understanding of the production of
nature than his critics often recognize. Building on
these sentiments, fixed capital, as a form of produced
nature, needs to be understood not only as a consolida-
tion of physical “stuff” nor strictly in terms of its eco-
nomic function but also as a cultural creation that
intervenes in the domain of meaning. This includes
shaping the ideological and representational relations
and currents that animate socioecological entities and
relationships, even as the apparent stability or
“naturalness” of landscapes acts ideologically to dis-
guise processes of historical change and political con-
testation (see Wilson 1992; D. Mitchell 1996, 2000;
Gandy 2002; Walker 2004).

There are, of course, numerous precedents for such a
line of argument, some of which point strongly in the
directions we have in mind.6 One of the most compel-
ling aspects of recent studies of political ecology is the
attention placed on the representational and symbolic
character of produced socionatures. Building on the
work of Smith (2008), Lefebvre (1991), and Buck-
Morss (1995), a number of commentators have exam-
ined how the development of urban infrastructure
entails a particular mixing of social and ecological pro-
cesses, at the same time representing much more than
simply bricks and mortar (see, e.g., Heynen, Kaika,
and Swyngedouw 2006). In this register, urban form
and urban networks reflect and reinforce prevailing
social relations, power dynamics, and ways of under-
standing and living in the world (Kaika and Swynge-
douw 2000). Infrastructure in the form of dams and
waterworks, electricity works, and parkways acts simi-
larly. Fixed capital, from this perspective, plays a vital
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role not only in facilitating economic function but also
in helping to secure the legitimacy of particular social
orderings and the consolidation of specific socioeco-
logical relations and registers of meaning.

At a concrete level, for example, Kaika’s (2005)
work demonstrates how megadams and other forms of
water infrastructure have functioned historically as
“wish-images, objects of delight and desire in them-
selves, signs of a better society that was yet to arrive”
(39). She added, “In their fetish role, networks and
their nodal infrastructures were not just carrying water,
electricity, etc. into the city, but [they] also embodied
the promise and the dream of a good society” (Kaika
2005, 40). Swyngedouw’s (1999, 2007, 2015) integra-
tive historical geographies of Spain also pay careful
attention to how consent to fascist rule was orches-
trated through reworking regional and national hydro-
social landscapes that were deeply physical and
symbolic. Finally, Graham and Marvin (2001), writing
about the “integrated infrastructure ideal,” suggested
that “infrastructure networks and the sociotechnical
processes that surround them, are strongly involved in
structuring and delineating the experiences of urban
culture and what Raymond Williams (1973) terms the
‘structures of feeling’ of modern urban life” (12).

The central contribution of this literature to an
understanding of socioecological fixes lies in the explo-
rations of the simultaneity of material and symbolic
dimensions of spatial and socioecological changes,
largely in an urban context. This is always in concert,
however, with an emphasis on questions of political
legitimacy, including the ideological dimensions of his-
torical geographical landscape change. These themes
echo Gramsci strongly even where he is not explicitly
invoked. For Gramsci, the achievement and mainte-
nance of hegemony is, in part, secured through the
dense imbrication of civil society and the state.
Gramsci (1971) wrote, “In theWest, there was a proper
relation between State and civil society, and when the
State trembled, a sturdy structure of civil society was at
once revealed. The State was only an outer ditch,
behind which there stood a powerful system of for-
tresses and earthworks” (238). Gramsci’s point here is
that the maintenance of hegemony is achieved through
a dense network of civil society organizations that sup-
port the state. Our argument is that the political eco-
nomic and cultural dimensions of fixed capital and
infrastructure as forms of produced nature comprise
conjoined parts of the “fortresses and earthworks” that
support particular forms of power and rule, in part via
their appeal to broad cross sections of society.

Within this, it is important to note Gramsci’s par-
ticular contributions to understanding how ideology
operates and, specifically, his advancement of a mate-
rialist conception of ideology (Hall, Lumley, and
McLennan 1977; Thomas 2009; Santucci, Di Mauro,
and Engel-Di Mauro 2010; Rehmann 2014). Gramsci
deployed several notions of ideology, but the material-
ism of his understanding, in part, is based on his appre-
ciation of the ways in which ideologies are expressed
physically within landscapes and institutions, via
“fortresses and earthworks,” to repeat his memorable
(and apt) phrase. As Rehmann (2014) wrote, “It was
mainly Gramsci’s fundamental opposition to econo-
mism and class-reductionism that enabled him to
understand the ideological not in terms of mere ideas,
but rather as a material ensemble of hegemonic appa-
ratuses in civil society” (124). In other words, “wish
images,” an “integrated infrastructure ideal,” and sup-
port for fascist rule, are only possible because ideolo-
gies of “progress,” “modernity,” and nationalism take
on a physical form and become expressed in fixed capi-
tal and infrastructure, the dams and waterworks con-
structed throughout Spain during Franco’s rule being a
case in point. D. Mitchell (2000) captured such a posi-
tion when writing about landscape, noting, “As social
values are naturalized in place, they are historically
made concrete” (142, emphasis in original).

The other key element to Gramsci’s understanding
of ideology is its performative character. For Gramsci,
ideology actively organizes and constitutes social life.
The meanings and symbols embodied in fixed capital
may become assumed, lived, and felt, but they are also
contested in the practices of everyday life. Ideologies
and hegemonic relations must be lived to be repro-
duced. From this perspective, there is no guarantee
that the messages and representations embodied in
any socioecological fix will be successfully translated
into social action and life in the ways intended or that
existing power structures, social relations, and institu-
tions will be bolstered by the projects with which they
become associated. As D. Mitchell’s (1996, 2000)
work suggests, the process of landscape change is the
product and cause of social struggle. Just as a fix might
fail as a response to crisis based on its physical makeup
or because of shifting political–economic relations,
struggles, and coalitions, a fix might fail as a “meaning
making” exercise, opening up space for broader social
transformations (see Kipfer 2002).

Building on the preceding points, fixes embed social
and cultural meaning in fixed capital and infrastructure
and in turn constitute the rhythms and experiences of
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everyday life. This means that the success or failure of a
socioecological fix rests on how well it reconciles the
imperatives of the circulation and realization of value
with those of social life more generally. Looking back,
some of Harvey’s earliest work is attentive to these
dynamics. For instance, in a 1976 article, he wrote:
“The construction of the built environment has to be
seen, therefore, in the context of a struggle over a whole
way of living and being” (Harvey 1976, 277). He also
suggested, “Under the social relations of capitalism, the
built environment becomes an artifact of human labor
that subsequently returns to dominate daily life” (Har-
vey 1976, 279). So, too, it would seem, is this spirit
apparent in Harvey’s more empirical work on Paris. Sig-
nificantly, Harvey (1976) drew from and credited
Gramsci (1971) for identifying the social projects that
accompany revolutions in production as discussed at
length in his notes on “Americanism and Fordism.”

Marx ([1867] 1977) was certainly aware of how fixed
capital transformed lived experiences. Nowhere was
this clearer than in his writings on machinery and the
labor process, where he discussed how the dead labor of
fixed capital defines the rhythms and experiences of
work for those who sell labor power in return for a
wage.7 It is possible, however, to adopt a broader
approach and consider the ways in which everyday life,
within and beyond moments of work, is shaped by fixed
capital investments in spatially explicit infrastructure.
Huber’s (2013) work is again exemplary, with its
emphasis on the conjoined transformation of forces of
production on the one hand and notions of freedom
and autonomy on the other. He emphasized in particu-
lar networks of fossil-fuel-related infrastructure in U.S.
landscapes, including everything from highways and
gas stations to drive-through restaurants. Kaika’s work
is pertinent here, too, specifically her discussion of the
ways in which gendered norms and experiences were
transformed as water became piped into houses and
apartments. Another example comes from Simon
(2003), who suggested that the Civilian Conservation
Corps was about more than physical infrastructure, or
even labor, writing that “promoters of the New Deal
agency talked about more than trees and the environ-
ment, relief and patronage . . . they imagined the CCC
as a way to restore the nation’s flagging manhood, and
virility” (81). All of this demonstrates ways in which
the construction of the built environment, and thus
any socioecological fix, is indeed “a struggle over a
whole way of living and being.”

Gramsci’s relational historical materialism, together
with the other works we have invoked, provides a vital

resource for confronting the relationship between the
formation of hegemony and the dynamics of socioeco-
logical fixes. Although O’Connor’s work signals the
potential for crises of legitimacy to be triggered by soci-
oecological change, drawing on Gramsci, we can see
more fully the ways in which relations of meaning and
ideological formations are caught up in fixed capital
formation and infrastructure projects. For Gramsci
(1971), hegemony involves “bringing about not only a
union of economic and political aims, but also intellec-
tual moral unity, posing all the questions around which
struggles rage not on a corporate but a ‘universal plane’”
(182). The establishment of fixed capital in response to
crises unites the economic and political but, as we have
tried to demonstrate in this section, at stake in such
responses are broader political, cultural, and social
interventions that underpin the hegemony of particular
social classes and projects. Hall (1996) suggested, “We
must take note of the multi-dimensional, multi-arena
character of hegemony” (424), and our contention is
that fixed capital and socioecological processes and
landscapes must make the list, most certainly when
considering links between crises of capital accumula-
tion and the formation of socioecological fixes.

Conclusion

In our paired articles, we have explored the notion of
the socioecological fix and, specifically, the metabolism
of capital diverted into relatively enduring forms of the
built environment (broadly understood). In this second
article, our focus has been on deepening a metabolic
perspective on fixed capital as a site of the production
of nature, also arguing that socioecological fixes
involve more than just bricks, mortar, and the circula-
tion of value through socionatural relations and land-
scapes. Fixed capital is deeply ideological; it is
produced from within and through political and cul-
tural struggles between particular social classes and
institutions, including states, and in the context of the
pursuit of hegemony. Fixed capital, in this register,
gives form to and makes real ideological pillars of legiti-
macy, including notions of freedom, modernity, prog-
ress, and the like, notions that in turn are foundational
to stitching together hegemonic social orderings via
the expression of the interests of leading groups and
classes as the ideals, values, and beliefs of society more
generally. Inasmuch as fixed capital is also the produc-
tion of socionatures, as we have argued, our aim has
been to situate socioecological fixes within the con-
struction of hegemony. This is not to say, however, that
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fixed capital necessarily fixes or secures hegemonic
social formations and projects in any lasting sense.
Rather, our emphasis is on the ways in which the pro-
duction of everyday environments through socioeco-
logical fixes helps comprise the grounds on which social
struggles take place, whatever their outcomes.

Developing notions of the ways in which capitalist
crises are offset materially and ideologically by new
configurations of produced socionatures provides us
with analytical and political tools to interrogate the
political ecology of capitalist accumulation and crises
thereof as they articulate with the broader politics of
environmental change and everyday life. Our empha-
sis has been on the context-contingent and historicist
character (including the role of political contestation
and struggle) of capitalist crisis formation, capital
switching, the production of nature, and the cultural
politics of socioecological fixes. Yet we have done so
in largely abstract fashion. We appreciate the consid-
erable irony of that fact given our arguments. In our
defense, the project is an outgrowth of our respective
empirical and historical work to date, even if space
does not allow for the elaboration of those connec-
tions. Equally, these articles originated from our appre-
ciation of and concern about the ways in which the
legitimacy of capitalism seems more and more explic-
itly to turn on questions raised by the politics of socio-
ecological transformation and, conversely, about the
ways in which environmentalism is increasingly
becoming aligned with and expressed through the
reproduction of capitalist social relations and institu-
tions. The production of nature in the guise of fixed
capital, to us, is one of the proving grounds for the fus-
ing of environmentalism and the reproduction of capi-
talism. Can this fusion be sustained? There is a
pressing need for the arguments in these two articles
to be taken up, challenged, revised, or even dispensed
with as they are worked through more careful empiri-
cal studies on actual socioecological fixes within the
current conjuncture.

Many questions remain. Who wins and who loses as
particular social groups and states strive to secure and
contest the trajectory of landscape change animated
by the diversion of capital in the built environment,
including on explicitly socioecological grounds? Inso-
far as productive forces are built into landscapes and
socioecological processes, do fixes exacerbate socio-
ecological crisis tendencies in the long run and, if so,
how? How do socioecological fixes rework prevailing
spatial and temporal dimensions of socionatures? Are
fixes undermined through bouts of devaluation and

underinvestment? Or, as Castree and Christophers
(2015) suggested, can socioecological fixes based on
private capital investments (with varying degrees of
state involvement) be leveraged to realize progressive
ecological goals? What is the role of social movements
in formulating such goals? Could this be the terrain on
which alternative hegemonies are forged and realized?
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Notes
1. Although we cannot fully address the similarities and

differences between Harvey’s and Gramsci’s respective
styles of Marxism in this article, it should be noted that
Harvey drew on Gramsci’s Prison Notebooks in some of
his earlier work (see Harvey 1976) and more recently
(Harvey 2010, 2013). Moreover, Harvey’s (1985a,
2003b) more “concrete” and historical studies such as
Paris, Capital of Modernity express a certain Gramscian
sensibility in that cultural and political processes
become constitutive of the historical geography of capi-
tal accumulation and urbanization. That said, Harvey’s
(2014) more recent work, Seventeen Contradictions and
the End of Capitalism, diverges from Gramsci’s relational
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method, through trying to isolate “capital” from broader
processes and positioning relations of difference as
inconsequential to the contradictions of capital. This
instinct to isolate capital can be read as un-Gramscian.

2. Here a familiar contradiction in Marx’s writing appears;
that is, language that clearly suggests that humans domi-
nate nature, alongside a more a nuanced suggestion that
humans “participate in nature.” This tension likely can-
not be resolved in the context of Marx’s writing and we
do not aim to do so here, but see Harvey (1996), Foster
(2000), Smith ([1984] 2008), Loftus (2012), and Bur-
kett (2014).

3. See Capital, Volume 1, particularly Chapter 16. See
Murray (2004) for discussion and analysis of the signifi-
cance of the contrast between formal and real subsump-
tion in Marx.

4. This quote suggests that the formal subsumption of labor
was a historical phase of surplus value production. We
do not interpret Marx in that way, but the issue is also
not important to the points we make here.

5. Smith’s framing is offered in part as a response to Boyd,
Prudham, and Schurman (2001), who emphasized the
significance of biological processes in lending them-
selves to formal subsumption through means of enhanc-
ing biological growth processes and thus intensification
(in contrast to extending the scope of production), in
explicit parallel with Marx’s conceptualization of the
contrast between the formal (extensive) subsumption of
labor and the real (intensive) subsumption of labor.

6. Debates in cultural geography and sociology related to the
making and symbolic significance of landscapes is one
area of literature with affinities to what we are arguing in
this text. In particular, the work of Cosgrove (1984), Cos-
grove and Daniels (1988), Zukin (1991), D. Mitchell
(1996, 2000, 2003), and Duncan and Duncan (2003) has
highlighted how questions of power, ideology, and repre-
sentation are central to themaking, experiences, and poli-
tics of landscapes. We have chosen to generally bracket
this literature (with the exception of Mitchell) in this
piece and focus on debates on political ecology, given the
influence of Harvey and Smith to this field, and also on
Gramsci because of his writings and others on hegemony.

7. The clearest examples of this come in Chapter 15 of
Capital, Volume 1, titled “Machinery and Large-Scale
Industry” (see Marx [1867] 1977, 455–636).
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